Ricoclaun voluntary association onlus
association of clown therapy

Activity:
- Training Clowns
To enhance the number of n.of volunteers of joy and lane, the association
Ricoclaun organizes regularly training courses. The training is open to all who
wish to join as volunteers, our association of clown therapy and who have the
availability to devote two afternoons monthly volunteer meetings and monthly
training. The course lasts 120 hours structured in 20 hours of basic course and
100 hours of training-coaching a year.
- Book crossing in lane “Reading is good”
We promote the project “book crossing in lane” in all departments of the
hospital in Vasto, starting from the awareness that reading is good, we took
the reading with demand for physical and mental health where it is stronger:
the hospital.
The purpose is to spread the love of reading as a “beneficial virus”, that
stimulates the body’s natural defenses against the evils of life. The books are
collected in the emergency room where there is the “book crossing point”, then
they are taken to the shelves in the various departments and no lists are
available in the reading library.
- Music therapy and clown therapy
We are making the music therapy project with the intervention of the teacher
Luca Raimondi. It is trying to establish a relationship with the music and
clowns patients during their therapy interacting positively and according to
situations are chosen rhythms and volumes suitable, music, songs, creating an
atmosphere very special. The music more than the word becomes so
therapeutic.
- Favors solidarity
Transforms your favors in act of great solidarity
For each occurrence, you can replace the traditional favors with a donation to
Ricoclaun, transforming them into an act of great solidarity.
Friends and relatives will have a personalized parchment with the messages of
thanks that will make them happy to have shared with you this act of solidarity
of great value.
- Mission in Colombia
We support the Franciscan missionary sisters of the child Jesus orfanotorio in
Modelia, Bogotà, Colombia. You can do: donations, specifying “donation
Colombia” or sponsorships with just EUR120 a year. You receive each year the
photo and the letter of the adopted child from a distance. Not all children are
born under a lucky star. Help them with us.
- Music in department
We are implementing a project of music in Vasto’s hospital with the
collaboration of schools, organizations, associations of musical territory.
Periodically musicians enter the wards accompanied by the friendly clowns to
relieve the hospital stay with “live music” by offering small concerts.
- Art therapy and clown therapy in the onclology department day hospital in
Vasto’s hospital

We are implementing a very successful project of art therapy and clown
therapy with the collaboration of Dr Roberta Minninni, art therapist. The art is
able to convey messages and emotions very important, to divert attention
from the disease with a positive and creative distraction, to reduce stress and
enhance relaxation. The clown figure that combines the art therapist with so
many colors and joy, improves the overall atmosphere and sets the perfect
harmony between health care professionals and patients.
- Shows and movies in the hospital chapel of “Sanpio” of Vasto
We are organizing evening events in the hospital chapel: musical and funny
movies, to enable patients hospitalized a moment of relaxation and fun with
the collaboration of musicians of the territory.
- Awards and important projects
The president Rosaria Spagnuolo has received the award “Histonium gold”
solidarity on September 25 2010 and the award “Saint Michael” XVI edition on
September 28, 2013. She has also obtained funding from the council of
ministries in 2010/11 for the realization of decorative panels and biblical clown
in pediatrics.
- Various events
The association has organized in collaboration with the town of Vasto and other
institutions and asspcoations the “Smile festival” in July 2014, “The stars of
solidarity” for a smile under the tree on December 14 2014; “Hooray carnival,
hooray love” on February 14 2015; the “Spring festival” on May 10 2014 and
the “Night of the smile” with the party for children on July 12 2015. Has also
organized the burraco festival on April 12 2015, the play “Le cirone de la
soliedarite” on May 13 2015 and the solidarity concert on August 1 2015.
“What is gained with a smile remains forever” Gandhi
Choose to donate their 5x1000 to the voluntary association Onlus Ricoclaun is
choosing to support the activities of the association and the development of
concrete projects on the territory of prevention in favor or sufferers.
To destinate your 5x1000 IRPEF to Ricoclaun is easy, just two gestures: 1)
signature box dedicated to non-profit organizations (onlus) 2) write the tax
code of Ricoclaun 92038000698
For any information of 5x1000 to Ricoclaun you can call our number 347 3712
722
A drop is nothing, but many drops make an ocean
Support us with a donation
Association Ricoclaun
IBAN: IT1 1F0335901600100000130696 Bank Prossima
Facebook Ricoclaun voluntary association onlus
Registered office: Via delle croci 99, 66054 Vasto
Tel.
0873 362419
340 0617294
347 3712722
www.ricoclaun.it

"Ciò che si conquista con un sorriso, rimane per sempre."
Gandhi.
Rosaria Spagnuolo
Ricoclaun
340 0617294 - 0873 362419

